
Sensitivity of urban hydrological modeling 
to land-use mapping 

and very fine-scale precipitation variability
…Urban hydrology modelling for Resilient Ci6es…
Societal issues : 
Human communi)es have always se1led along rivers. With the expansion of towns, rivers have been integrated into the urban landscape,
and their watersheds modified by soil sealing. Riverscape and hydrological regimes have been largely transformed. To limit the impact of
global change and meet society's new expecta)ons, the current challenge is to restore urban rivers. However, urban rivers are not well
known.

Scien6fic Challenges :
The aim of urban hydrology modelling is to es)mate water and material flows and test the impact of land use changes on the urban water 
cycle. In addi)on to precipita)on, which is the forcing variable, it is therefore necessary to know the land use and be able to transform each 
class into a runoff coefficient. The rapid water dynamics of urban sub-basins require a detailed descrip)on of land use, enabling us to 
dis)nguish spa)al units that are meaningful in terms of pollu)on export and/or runoff coefficient. What are the influence of the rainfall 
mapping and land use mapping in such modelling ?

Challenge « Land Use mapping for Urban 
Hydrological Modelling »
The produc)on of such a map is )me-consuming, and it is legi)mate 
to rely on exis)ng cartographies. Rio et al (2020) have developed an 
original method for producing such maps. This method is based on 
exis)ng fine mapping, but its nomenclature is not adapted to 
hydrological modelling. It considers 1 ha training plots whose land 
use is compa)ble with hydrological modelling. A first modeling 
a1empt has been made, with relevant results. 

Your Mission : assess the impact of sampling the training plots on 
the land use map produced, and then on the modelling results. The 
method chosen is a jack-knife approach, applying the principle of 
dummy variables.
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Challenge « very fine-scale precipitation mapping 
for Urban hydrological modelling »
Taking account of the spatial variability of rainfall in hydrological
modelling is often tricky. This is due to the nature of the data, which
often comes from a network of ground-based rain gauges, or radar
images whose spatial resolution is sometimes too wide for the size of
urban catchments. In order to characterize small-scale rainfall
spatiotemporal variability, a dense rain gauges network (18 tipping
bucket rain gauges) is deployed at Montpellier (France) with inter-
gauges distances from 100m to 1km.

Your Mission : Test the influence of the precipitation mapping 
assessed from the high spatio-temporal density network of rain 
gauges of the HSM Urban Observatory on the hydrological modeling.

Interested ? Please contact us!
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Study Case : 
Montpellier &  
Verdanson River

Where is the Verdanson 
???

Channel or River ??

It looks bucolic

A urban wetland as 
Nature  Based 

Solu5on to reduce 
pollu5on

Channel or River ??
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